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Introduction:
Gold Cash (GOLD), a CPU/GPU-mineable, application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) resistant, “super rare” coin that you can mine with your home
computer. There will only be a total of 200,000 GOLD mineable over a
period of 42 years~. The coin launched on June 15th, 2020 with a small
community of Developers and Investors from backgrounds in Business
Management and Marketing, Software Development and Testing, Finance,
and other disciplines. This skilled, and enthusiastic Team, plans to build a
uniquely strong and scarce cryptocurrency, and an inclusive, and
welcoming, crypto community.
We believe GOLD will be mined, and collected, as a long term investment.
This stability will further increase the scarcity, and therefore the
collectability, of the coin.
We plan unique features for this coin which would make it unique in the
world of cryptocurrency.

As a Team, we believe in and are excited about, the future for
GOLD Cash.
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Coin Specification:
Current Algorithm: Yescrypt16(CPU/GPU)
Ticker: (GOLD)
Block Time: 5 minutes ~
Current Block Reward: (0.5)
Retarget: Every Block over 50-60 minute average (Dark Gravity Wave)
Max Supply: 200,000 (GOLD)
Halving Interval: 200,000 Blocks
Length:(42 Years ~)
Premine: 2.5% (5,000 GOLD)
Mining Hardware: ASIC resistant
Built with open-source bitcoin code that has been given to the world. We
have made modifications to the source code to fit our specification and
mining algorithm.
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Disclaimer:
“Cryptocurrencies are a high-risk investment and may not be suitable for all
members of the public and all types of investors.
Before purchasing cryptocurrency, you must ensure that the nature,
complexity and risks inherent in the trading of cryptocurrency are suitable
for your objectives in light of your circumstances and financial position.
You should not purchase cryptocurrency unless you understand the extent
of your exposure to potential loss.
Cryptocurrency exchange rates have exhibited strong volatility to date and
you understand that the extent of exposure to potential loss could extend
to your entire cryptocurrency investment.
Many factors outside of the control of GoldCash will effect the market price
of cryptocurrencies, including, but not limited to, national and international
economic, financial, regulatory, political, terrorist, military, and other events,
adverse or positive news events and publicity, and generally extreme,
uncertain, and volatile market conditions. Extreme changes in price may
occur at any time, resulting in a potential loss of value of your entire
investment in cryptocurrencies, complete or partial loss of purchasing
power, and difficulty or a complete inability to sell or exchange your digital
currency.” -- https://www.goldmoney.com/cryptocurrency-disclaimer
We advice all investors to only invest what they could be prepared to lose.
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Our Mission:
Our Mission is to make a rare cryptocurrency that is seen as a collectible
coin for long term investment just like GOLD. That can be mined on your
Home Computer. In uncertain times individuals, Business and Governments
stockpile reserves of GOLD. However GOLD is difficult for small scale
investors to purchase and store safely. This is the cryptocurrency
alternative our Business model is designed for long term substantial
growth. That offers stability in uncertain times. We plan to mirror Gold's
demand and rarity by having a small max supply of coins, also a low block
reward. Furthermore, we plan to make partnerships with gold merchants in
the hope that GOLD Cash could be exchanged for real physical Gold. We
aim to reach this high goal in 2023. This would effectively make virtual
cryptocurrency mining actual precious Metal mining.
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Raising Funds:

Presale - We plan to use the premine to cover set exchanges listing fees.
Our first plan is for a presale of 1000 (GOLD) on an exchange to help fund
moving to a low small exchange to start off the coin preferably AltMarket.
Then we can discuss as a community future exchange listings based
around the price of gold cash and the direction we wish to follow.
Investors - Our second plan is to trade (750 GOLD) to early investors. The
funds raised will, yet again, help pay for listing fees for the first/second
exchanges.
Bounty - Thirdly, to build a pot of GOLD. This will be distributed to the
community as rewards for agreed work completed. For example, if
someone created a new logo or pool, we would reward them with GOLD.
This is called the ‘Bounty Fund’. We will have only (250 GOLD) to distribute.
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Roadmap:

This roadmap is subject to change depending on the value of Gold Cash,
Market conditions, and other factors. We could strive further.
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Important Links:
Website:Gold Cash(GOLD)| Official Coin Page | A Rare Cryptocurrency
Youtube Channel:Link
Twitter:https://twitter.com/GOLD_Cash_Coin

The Team:
MR.TRUMP - Web Developer
Miss.Satoshi - QA/Test Manager
铝芯 ID - Blockchain Developer
Farooq Shaik - Android Developer
Pegassi R1 - Designer
Mr ? - Marketer, Promoter and Business Negotiator
Please note we avoid using our real names for personal safety reasons.
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